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COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON THE LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND
CONTROL OF A PURSUIT-TYPE AIRPLANE AS MEASURED IN FLIGHT

By WILLIAM N. TURNER, PAUL J. STEFFE~,and LAWRENCE A. CLOVS-ING

SUhlMARY

illea8urements of the longitudinal stability and control of a
pun+uit-type ai~plane were made in jtight up to a Mach number
of0.78. The data are presentedin theform of cumes 8howing
the uariation, un”thcenter-of+rmrity position, dynamic prewure,
and Mach number, of the stick-$zed and siick-free stability,
control, and balance of the airplune.

It wwjound that large increase~in stability occurredat high
Mach numbers, reducing the controllability of the &plane.
Large increaws in diting moment were also enmunteiredat high
Mach numbers and moderate lifi coe@&ents. These chunge8
were cau8ed almost entirely by inorea8es in the tail angle of
attack and the rate of change of tail angle of attack w“thairplane
liftcoejieient resulting from the shock-stalling of the wing. An
increment of stalling moment, hawecer,was encountered at high
Mach numbers and wry lowlift caejicients, apparently cawed
by a negatioeshijl in the airplane angle of zero lift.

Distortion of the eleoatorfabric at high speeds, but not neces-
sarily high Mach numbers, caused the stick-free wdral point
as meaeured in steady 8traight $ight to rnocefar rearward and
increased the stick-force gradient in acceleratedjlight.

INTRODUCTION

For the past several years the “I!Tat.ionalAdvisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics has been conducting an extensive flight
program for the purpose of obtaining quantitative design
criterions to insure favorable handling qualities of airplanes.
Practically all of these data, however, have. been obtained at
speeds beIow those at which the compressibility of the air
appreciably affects the characteristics of the airplane. The
capability of modern aircraft to reach high ~Machnumbers
has made essential further investigations of the critical
changes that occur in the stability and control characteristics
due to compressibility. Because of the hazards involved in
inwhigating unfamiliar regions in flight, most of the present
knowledge of this subject has been obtained in wind-tunnel
tests of airfoil sections and airplane models. Although the
tunnel results have been of great value in indicating the
probIems that would be encountered and the methods of
solution, compIete appreciation of the efEects actually
encountered in flight must ilnaIIy be obtained from fight
tests of actual aircraft.

The purpose of the present investigation was to provide
information on the longitudimd stability and control char-

acteristics of a typical conventional
determine not onIy what happened to

pursuit airpIane, to
tie airpIane but also

why it happened, to substantiate the pertinent general
efkots of the compressibility phenomena as indicated in the
wind tunnel, and to provide data for aid in further evaluating
and developing the flying-qualities specficat.ions.

The data were obtained from static-stability flight teets
conducted at four center-of-gratity positions up to a Maoh
number of 0.55 and maneuvering-stability tests conduct ed
with the center of gravity at 0.288 M. A. C. up to a Mach
number of 0.78. k order to obtain data at the highwt Mach
numbers, the airphme was flown several times up to the
mmximum attainable Mach number (about 0.80) by diving
vertically from the absolute ceiling (about 34,OOO feet),
regaining level fight at 12,000 feet.

It is believed that the preeent investigation is the most
comprehmsive of its type to date and may indicate general
trends to be expeoted; evemso, it only provides a part of the
information necessary for a complete general anaIysis of the
problem -which, of course, requires tests on many aircraft.

The investigation was made by the NACA at the Ames
Aeronautical Laboratory, Moffett FieM, Gfif.

The symboLs used throughout this report are defined in
appendix A.

DESCRIPTION OF THE AIRPLANE

The airpkne utilized in this investigation was a single-
engine, single-place, low-wing, cantilever monoplane equipped
with partial-span split flaps and tricycle retractable landing
gear.

Pertirient dimensions of the airplane are given in appendi~
B. Figures 1 and 2 are photographs of the airpIane as
instrumented for flight tests, and figure 3 is a three-view
drawing of the airplane.

INSTRUMENTATION

Standard ATAC?Aphotographically recording instruments
were used to measure, as a function of time, indicated air-
speed, pressure aItitude, normal acceleration, elevator angle,
elevatok control force, pitching velocity, manifold pressure,
engine speed, propeller-bIade angIe, and interred pressure in
the elevator.

A free-stivebg airspeed head -ivasmounted on a boom
about 4 feet ahead of the Ieading edge of the right wing at
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a spanwise station about 7 feet inboard from the wing tip.
The head consisted of two separate static-pressure t~bes
(for separate connections to the airspeed recorder and alti-
tude recorder) with a single total-pressure tube between
them. The airspeed and altitude recorders were mounted
in the wing at the base of the boom. Calibration indicated
that the Iag in this system was negligible. (See reference 1.)

The static pressure waa calibrated for position error by
comparing the reading of the recording a.himeter with the
known pressure altitude as the airplane was flown at several
speeds past a reference height. It was assumed that the
tot-al prewure was measured correctIy. Calibration in the
Ames 16-foot wind tunnel sho-ivedthat the error in recorded
airspeed due to the difference in the blocking of the head
itself between the highest Mach number obtained in the
flight calibration (0.50) and the highest Mach number
obtained in thw.e@t’tests (0.78) was be than 1 percent.

Indicated airspeed was computed according to the formula
by which standard airspeed meters am graduated (gives true
airspeed at standard sea-leveI conditions). The formula may
be mritten as foUows:

‘7’=’703[(%+11-”6-111”
AU elevator angles were currected for stretch in the elevator
control system between the elevator and the control-position
recorder.

In order to investigate distortion of the fabric, photo-
graphs of the upper and lower surfaces of the left eIevator
were taken with 16-millimeter gun-sight-aiming-point cam-
eras mounted in the base of the fin just above the horizontal
tail and in the fuselage just below the horizontal tail.
Straight lines painted on the fabric above ribs and between
ribs ftihed suitable references for evahating the dis-
tortion. (See figs. 2 and 4.) Three additiomd ribs in which
pressureorifices were mounted were installed in each elevator.
Their location may be noted in figure 4. The ofices were
used in comection with a separate investigation.

TEST PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS

Data were obtained with four center-of-gravity positions
in steady straight flight at Macl numbers 1below 0.55. This
group of data is referred to as “the lower Mach number
data.”

Further tests -were run at Mach numbers from 0.33 to
0.78 with the center of gravity at one Iocation, 0.288 M. A. C.
These tests consisted principally of gradual turns or pull-
outs. Only the portions of the maneuvers where the pitch-
ing acceleration was negligible were used in the data reduction
This group of data is referred to as “the higher Mach number
data.” It was believed that the additional information to
be gained from tests with more than one center-of-gravity
position at high Mach numbers was not important enough
to -warrantfurther risk to the airphme and pilot.

AU tests -were conducted with flaps and gear up; the oil
and coolant shutters were set one-half open (flush with the
main fuselage contoum). Powe..mff tests were run -with the
engine fully throttled and the propelIer in the high-pitch

1The general retatkmehip Iremeur indkatti a[rspeed, pressure sltitu&, and ME&Inuniwr
is$howninf@.6.
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FIGURE6.+cnerrdrdationshfp between fndfcakri atrspe@rLPrem, aItitude, and .Maeh
number.

setting. Power-on tests were run wi~ normal rated power
(power settings of 39 in. Hg M. P. and 2,600 r. p. m.) up to
the critical altitude; at higher altitudes the power was set
at full throttle with 3,000 r. p. m, In some of the dives from
high altitude the latter power con~ol settiggs were not
changed even though the airplane was dived past the critical
altitude. Curves of the actual values of engine speed,
propeller-blade angle, and brake horsepower (as detetiinecl
by reference to the engine-power charts) resulting from the
power settings are shown in figure 6..

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

So that a unified impression of the organization and scope
of the data may be obtained, the curves are briefly described
in the order of their presentation. Details of the methods
and formulas used in deriving certain curves are described
in the section Results and Discussion.

THE LOWERMACH NUMBERDATA

The lower Mach number stick-fixed longitudinal-stability
data for the clean confirmation are shown in figuxe 7 for
the power-off and the normal-rated-power conditions. This
figure includes the basic curves of elevator angle as a function
of CL, the derived curve. of neutral point as a function of
C~, and the several cross plots by which the data were
faired and the neutral point determined. The variations of
Mach number tmd dynamic pressure with CL also are
indicated.

Similar data showing the stick-free longitudinal stability
are presented in figure 8.

The elevator internal-pressure coefEcient is shown as a
function of elevator angle in figure 9,

l?rofles of a typical elevator section I.xMmenribs showing
the fabric distortion encountered under several flight condi-
tions are presented in figure 10. The profile at the ribs did
not become measurably distorted.

The lower Mach number data ar~ compared i; appcml~
C with data obtained on a similar airplane. at. Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Luboratcny.

TRE HIGHERMACH t+UMB12RDATA

The measured and derived data obtained from the test.?
at higher Mach num’here are shown in figures 11 to 17.
Although tests were made with both power on and pmvcr ofl
at altitudea from 5,000 to 30,000 feet, differences due to
changes in power and altitude were not large enough to bc
separable; the data, therefore were considered as onc group.

F@u-e 11 shows typical basic stabihty data (clevator tingle
and sticls,force modulus F,/g as a function of lift cocfficicnL],
Straight lines were used to fair the. data; ctwvaturw which
apparently were indicated in some instances by t.k trend of
the test.poin~s were believccl due more to small variations
in the hfach number during the high-speed puLI-outsthan to
actual changes in stability with lifttcocflicient. The faircd
data iri figure 11, along with a large amount of similar datn
not presented, were cross-plotled and again faircd, resulting
in the curves of elevator angle as a functiou of Mach uumbcr
shown in figure 12 and etick-forcw modulus m a function of

Fmu8E 6.-Engine speed, propeller blade angle, end brake hmpmvtr obtiked for o?rtnln
power setting%
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Mach number shown in @e 13. The points are included
on these figures to indicate the magnitudes of the dispersion
in the data. The curves of figures 12 and 13 have been
replotted to a canmon zero axis and cross-plotted as a func-
tion of Iift coefficient in iigures 14 and 15 to indicate more
clearly the stability changes involved. Figure 15 also in-
cludes curves of Fe/g computed on the assumption that the
low-speed h@e-mornent coefbients did not vary with Mach
number or fabric distortion, thereby enabling the magnitude
of these effects to be more readiIy appreciated.

The data in figures 14 and 15 were used to obtain the sticli-
fixed and stick-free stability parameters d&/dC. and
d(F,/g)/dC’J and the neutral point. These parameters are
shown in figure 16 as a function of Mach number. The
curves of figure 16 with other data then were used to
compute the variation of CACwith Mach number shown in
figure 17.

e
ADDITIONAL DERIVED DATA

The variation with Mach number of the pitching-moment
coefficient (about the 0.288 M. A. C. point) of the wing onIy
and of the airplane minus the horizontal td -wascomputed
from the wing pressur~tribution data of reference 2 and
from tail pressuredistribut.ion data. The variation is shown

60
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in @ure 18. The elevator angle required to overcome only
these moments then -was computed and is compared in
figure 19 with the angle measured in flight.

The remaining curves wwe computed from the foregoing
general data. Figure 20 shows the variation with indicated
airspeed of the stick force required ta balance the airplane
at a normal acceleration factor of 1.0 and an altitude of 15,000
feet; in addition to the forces actually measured in flight., a
curve is shown calculated on the assumption that the eleva-.
tor hinge-moment coefficient was not affected by bulging or
compressibility, and another on the further assumption that
the airplane pitching-moment coefliqient was not affected by
compressibility. Figure 21 shows the variation with indi-
cat-edairspeed of the stick-force gradient in mcelerated flight
for the same conditions as those specified in figure 20.
Figure 22 shows, as a function of indicated airspeed, the ac-
celeration that would be obtained in a st,ick-releasepull-out
and in a pull-out with a 50-pound-pnU stick force at an
altitude of 15,000 feet.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

THE LOWEIt MACH NUMBERDATA

Stick-fixed longitudinal stabiIity,-The curves of elevator
angle and rate of change of elevator angle with lift coefEcient,

shown as functions of CL and center+f-gravity position in
iigure 7, in general, exhibit entirely normal characteristic.
It is seen that the stick-fixed neutral point in the power-off
condition varied from 0.335 M. A. C!. at C~=O.12 to 0.324
M. A. C. at C~=O.6. The neutral point in the power-on
condition varied from 0.347 M. A. C. at CL= 0.12 to 0.332
JM.A. C. at 0.=0.6. The fact that the neutral point with
power off was ahead of that with power on probably was due,
principally, to two factors:

1. The destabilizing eilect of the substantially higher pro-
peller-blade angles used in the power+ff condition (fig. 6).

2. The stabilizing effect of the thrust moment in the pow-er-
on condition (constant b. h. p.) as the speed changes with
CL. (The center of gratity of the airplane lies about t.wo-
thirds foot below the tlrust line and is probably very near
the center of drag.)

Stick-free longitudinal stability.-The curves of stick-force
modulus and rate of change of this parameter with CL,shown
as functions of CLand center-of-gravity position in figUrt3 8,
exhibit normal characteristics in the higher test (?..range but
not at the lower vahws of c=. The value of the stability

parameter [d(F’Jq)/dCL] is seen to became abnormally large
d(F~g)/dCLat the lower CL’s,and the dope

dx
actually reverses
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sign so that the stick-free stability becomes greater as the
center of gravity moves back. As a result, the stick-free
neutral point in the power-off condition varies from 0.348
M. A. C. at CL=O.55 to 0.385 M. A. C. at C~=O.25 to .L60
M. A. C. at C~=O.185; in the power-on oondition the neutral
point varies from 0.315 M. A. C. at CL=O.55 to 0.385 M. A. C.
at CL=O.25 to 0.60 M. A. C. at CL= O.185;and for both power
conditions the neutral point moves infinitely far aft (no
change in stability with center-of-gravity position) at a G
of about 0.15, refippearing ahead oflthe airplane at lower
dues of CL.

These peculiar cbarachistics cannot be ascribed to the
effects of Mach number as the highest test value of this pa-
rameter was Bbout 0.55, well under ikfC~for the wing at low

FIQWEE17.—Varlation wltb Mach mrmber d Lherato of ehengo rd hinge-moment co?fileient
with elevator angle.
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lift coefficient. The effects am, however, typical of those
resulting from bulged elevator fabric when down-elcv~ tor is

required to baIance (as in this instanec) and the intwnal
pressurein the elevators is of the same order of magni~udc as
the fre&tream static pressure. (See reference 3 and fig. 9.)
The alt~red hinge-moment charactuistics (as indicated by
the stick forces) result from.the changed profile of the con{.rol
surfati, which in turn dcpe.ndsdirectly on the magnihidc 01
the pressure over it, the pressures increasing clire.ctlywith
dynamic pressureand elevator deflection. It is logical, then,
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for the effects of buIging to predominate at low lift coefficients
and with the more reanvard center-of-gravity locations for
the following reasons:

1. In this type of test, where CLis changed by varying the
speed, the dynamic pressure and the rate of change of
dynamic pressure with CLgrow rapidly large as CLdecreases.
(SSCfig. 8.)

2. Greater down-elevator angles are required to balance
the rearward shift of weight.

Profiles of a typical elevator section between ribs (fig. 10)
show that the general trend is toward buIging of both the
upper and lower forward surfaces of the elevator and marked
cusping near the trailing edge. In addition, the maximum
bulge ordinate, especially at the higher Mach numbem, is
located farther aft on the top surface than on the bottom
surface.z The source of the increased push forces required
at high speeds is therefore readily apparent because the
cusping of the trailing edge changes C%, in a negative

direction (reference 4), thus iucreming the push forces
required for a given down-elevator deflection, and the
greater persistence of convexity toward the trailing edge of
the upper surface produces a curvature of the mean camber
line tending to produce a negative hinge moment, requiring
an additional push force at the stick.

While maintenance of a high degree of stkk-free stabiIity
with far rearward center-of-gravity locations aIIows smooth
hadling of an airplane in spite of the presence of stick-ii..ed
inatabiIity, the associated elevator distor~ion on this airplane
also produced a large change of elevator stick force required
for balance as the speed increased. This detrimental effect
will be discussed la.terin more detd.

TFfEHIGHEBhIACHNUMBERDATA

Stick-fixed longitudinal stability and control.-The varia-
tion with Mach number of the rate of change of elevator
rmgle with lift coefficient (&s. 11, 14, and 16), indicates a

stability increase starting at a Mach number of about 0.6.
At a Mach number of 0.78 the stability parameter d&/dC.
is –41 .5, as compared with the low-speed value of –3.5.
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According to reference 5, the increase of stability at tha
bgher Mach numbem is a characteristic trend arising from
the shock-stalling of the wing and persisting ugtfl a similar
stall occurs on the tail. The stabiIity increase results princi-
pally from the increased rate of change of wing angle of
attack with Iift coefficient, resulting directly in a greater
rate of change of tail angle of attack with airplane lift COW-
cient. A greater stabilizing moment is thus produced by
the tail for a given change in lift coefficient and a greater
change in elevator angle is required to balance the airplane.

A reduction in the ability of the elevator to change the
airplane pitching moment also vrould result in increased
VdU&l of dt&ldCm Tests in the knes 16-foot high-speed
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wind tunnel, however, have shown essentially constant values
of dC./d& up to a Mach mmiber of 0.80 on airpkines Wh
tail surfaces up to 12 percent thick. The tail of the test
airplane is about 8 percent thick.

It is instructive to note the shift in neutral point indicated
by the foregoing data.. The neutral point and its change with
Mach number (fig. 16) were estimated by substituting the
experimental vahws of d~6/dCLi the following formula:

x’ (d&/dCJa,rSJ,—= —
c &

The value of a, was adjusted for variations in Mach number
by dividing the low-speed value, 0.60, by (1–W)llz. The
value of r was estimated as 0,62 and”was assumed “to b.6
unaffected by compressibility. The dynamic pressure at
the taiI was assumed equal to the free-atrewm dynamic
pressure. The neutral point is seen to vary from about 0.35
M. A. C. at M=O.4 to 0.36 M. A. C. at il$=O.6 to 1.34
M. A. C. at M= 0.78.

As this seriw of clatawas obtained principally in curvilinear
flight, the neutral point should properly be called a maneu-
vering neutral point. The approximate rearward move-
ment of the neutral point due tQpitching of t.bairplane may
be expressed as foIIovvs:

~ ~= _ (-Adal/d~da,&~ . . .. . .. .
e Sc

An average value of &iat/d~L for this group of teds was
0.34, resulting in a value of A(x’/c) of about 1 percent of
the M. A. C. The straight-flight neutral point at low Mach
numbers was, then, at about 34 percent of the M. A. C?.;
this value agrees well with that determined from the static-
stability tests at four center-of-gravity positions (fig. 7).

The variation with Mach number of the elevator angle
require-d for balance at a constant lift coefficient (figs. 11,
12, and 14) indicates the gradual onset of a stick-fixed
stalling-moment increment starting at a Mach number of
about 0.5. At positive values of the lift coefficient, this
stalling moment changes rather rapidly to a diving mornent
at the Mghcr values of Mach number.

The diving moment at the higher Mach numbers, accord-
ing to reference 5, and as will be shown later, results prin-
cipally from the increased tail angle of attack caused by the
increased airplane angle of attack required to maintain a
given positive lift co~cient after the shock stall. The
gradual onset of a stalling moment at the moderate Mach
numbers, however, is not a general characteristic of airplanes
at low lift coefficients and does not originate as a pitching
moment on the wing or airplane-minus-tail group. (See
fig. 18.] At positive vahws of the lift coefficient, the change
in elevator angIe (stalling-moment increment) is in the
direction required to offset the change in tail angle of attack
due to the increased slope of the wing lift curve in this Mach
number range, The stalling-moment increment ia alsQ
present, however, at a lift coefficient of zero; this fact might
indicate. that in this Mach number range the parts of the
airpIane (wing and propeller) ahead of the tail are operating
at positive values of lift when the airplane lift coficient is
zero, the resulting Iocal downwaeh at the tail necessitating

down+lovat.or deflections to maintain btdancc. Extrapolat-
ion of some of the lift-distribution data of refercncc 2, for
wing sections ahead of the right tail 43- and 78-percent-sptin
stations, supports this indication; the wing section-lift coef-
ficients are, however, too small to account” for any but a
srmdlfraction of the elevator angles shown. Tho only mujor
remaining possibility, then, is that the stalling momcn (
results from a negative shift of tho airplmm angle of zero
lift, an unusual, although possible, phenomenon.

Stick-free longitudinal stability and control,-The variation
with Mach number of the rate of change of tho stick-forco
modulus with lift coefficient (figs. 11, 15, and 16) indicates a
stability increase starting at a Mach number of about 0.5.
At a Mach number of 0.78 the stick-free stability pmametw
d(FJg)/dCL is 122, as compared with the Iow-speed value of 8.

The variation with Mach number of the stick-force modulus
required for balance at constant lift coefficient (figs. 11, 13,
and 15) ihdicatis the gradual onset of a stick-free stalling
moment starting at a Mach number of about 0.4 h 0.5. At
appreciable values of the lift coefEcicnt, this stalling momcn~
changes rather rapidly to a diving moment at the higlwr
vahs of Mach number.

It is seen that the stick-free characteristics of the airplano
are very similar to the stick-fixed characteristics. TIlis fact!
intimatm .t.hatlarge changes in the hinge-moment pmamctcrs
toward overbalance do not occur. b orch-xto determine the
magnitude of the change in stick force duo LObulging and
Mach number, the hinge-moment parameters Chat and

C*4 were estiinated”””fromthe clata taken at Mach numbers

of &4 and below. The negligible shift between stick-fired
and stick-free neutral points, m shown for both power con-
ditions imfigures 7 and 8, indicated that Chatwas approxi-

mately zero. Other data (fig. 16) the.n indicate(l tlmt
C~b -was about –0.0043. Using these values, the dotted

cm&es of figure 15 were computed, showing the values of
stick-force modulus that would have been obtained if thwo
were no “iflects of Mging or Mach number on tho hil~gc-
moment parameters. The principal effects of the bulging
are seen to be an increase in the push forces required for
balance and an increase in the value of d(I’,/g)dC~ for a
given Mach number. The significance of these changes will
be discussed further in rIlater section of the report.

On the assumption that the change in Ck with liach
=;

number JV”assmall enough to be negligiblc, thg data of flgum”
16 were used to compute the variation of (?.,J,with ~Iach

number. (See fig. 17.) The vahw of Ch,dthus determined

was found to increase from —0.0043 at M= 0,4 to —0.0068
at M= 0.65, and then decrease to about —0.0Q55in the range
M=O.73 to 0.78. The hook in the emi of the curve shown in
figure-17 may be only the result of the fairing of the cross-
plotted data. The increase in the numerical value of tho
derivative in the J5rshpart of the curve is probably the result
of the fabric bulging; at Mach numbers above 0.65 this cffcd
apparently is overshadowed by the usual trend toward over-
balance of balanced control surfaces at high Xlach nurnbms.
shown by available data from high-speed wind-ttuuwl twts.

b a f~ther result of th~ assumption that chat remai~
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essentially zero, the stick-free neutral point vrN coincide
with the stick-tied neutral point in all conditions.

ADDITIONALDEBIVSDDATA

l!levator angle required to balance wing pitching moment

and airplane-minus-taiI pitching moment.—It is interesting

to determine the rektive rnnounta of the change, with llach

number, of the elevator angIe required to balance the change

in the wing pitching moment alone, or the change in airplane-

minus-tail pitching moment, and that required to balance

the cJange in taiI angle of attack. The change in elevator

angle required to bahmce the change in wing pitching-

moment coefficient or airplane-minus-tail pitching-moment

coeffkient

The same

was computed as follows:

*8= (–ACmmor AO&_J&
6 alrSJL

assumptions -weremade concerning the variation
at at and r with Mach number as had been made previously,
so that

A&=62 .5(Afl~Wor AC~A_,)(1—~i?~ia

The values of AC.M and ACm._, were taken from figure 18
The rmdts (fig. 19) show that very little of the elevator-

angle change was required to overcome the change in pitch-
ing moment of the -wing or airplane-minus-tail group, sub-
stantiating the statement made previoudy that the principal
changes in balance and stability at high Mach numbers were
caused by the increase in tail angle of attack and in the rate
of change of tail angle of attack with lift coefEcient. A t,ail-
1sss airplane, then, might be expected to encounter less
trouble from changes in stability and balance at high Mach
numbers than does the conventional type.

Stick foroes required to balance at various speeds.—The
data so far presented (figs. 11, 13, and 15) have shown, for
moderate values of lift coefEcient, the usual onset of a diving
moment as high Mach numbem are reached; this diving
moment is replaced by a sta!lhngmoment, however, at very
low lift coe.tlicients. The change in lift coefficient with
Mach number in a straight dive is such that zero lift coeffi-
cient is approached at higher speeds, the effect of the nega-
tive change in zero-lift angle (see e@ier discussion) is pre-
dominant, and a stalling moment in encountered throughout
the dive. This characteristic contributes w the mainte-
nance of push forces throughout the entire upper part of
the speed range in straight diving flight.

The variation, with indicated airspeed, of the stick force
required to balance the airplane in a dive at 15,000 feet
(fig. 20) shows that the maximum push force required (69
pounds) exceeded the value of 50 pounds specified by refer-
ence 6, although it did not exceed the value of (n— 1) (Q)
specided by reference 7. @’or values of Q, see next section.)
The pilot found the high push forces at high speeds very
uncomfortable and regarded them as hazardous. It is b-
lieved, therefore, that the requirement of reference 6 is more
suitable than that of reference 7.

If the effects of bulging and compressibility on the hinge-
moment coefficient could have been eliminated, the maximum
push force required for the same tab setting would have been

OIdy 22 pounds. The larger push force actuaIIy required
was mainly the result of the elevator fabric distortion, as
high Mach numbers usually tend to increase the control-
surface-balance effectivenms. The advantages of limiting
the ele-rater-contour distortion to negligible values by use
of stiffer surfaces are apparent.

By considering the expression for the stick force due to a
symmetrical control surface with neutral tab and Ch=t=O,

F,= K,b,c7gC@,

it can be seen that, in spite of the fabric distortion, the
stick-force change with speed in a dive also could have bwm
reduced by increasing the stabilizer incidence so that the ele-
vator angle (with reference to the stabber) required at high
speed was approximately zero.

Figure 20 also shows that the stick-force change with
speed could have been still further reduced by eliminating
the stick-fixed balance change with Mach number.

Stiok-force-gradient variation with speed.—The variation
with indicated airspeed, of the stick-force gradient at an
altitude of 15,000 feet (fig. 21) shows that a value of Q of 4
pounds per g was obtained up to an indicated airspeed of
290 miks per hour; the gradiant then increased, at first
slowly but then more rapidly, until a value of 61.5 pounds
per g was obtained at a speed of 460 miles per hour. Because
of the change in stiok-fixed stability, a chamge in Q at high
speeds alao wouId have been obtained even if the ccmtrol-
surface hinge-moment parameters remained constant; figure
21 shows that the increase would not have started, however,
until 350 miles per hour was reached, and the value at 460
miles per hour would have been 45 pounds per g, wmdler
but still rather large. Elimination of the change in stick-
fhed stability with Mach number, therefore, would most
effectively limit the increme of Q in this instance. Lesser
improvement could be obtained by limiting the change in
ch~e by me of do- rib spacing, pl~ood, or metal surfaces.

Changing the stabilizer setting would not materially alter
the value of Q obtained.

The variation, with indicated airspeed, of the acceleration
factor that would be obtained in two types of pull-outs
(fig. 22) was computed from the data in figures 20 and 21.
It is shown that, as the speed and the Mach number decrease
in a near-terminal-speed pull-out with this airplane, the
acceleration obtained for a given stick force increasesrapidly.
This type of variation admits the possibility of a pilot inacl-
vertently overloading the airplane as a sizable pull force
which at one speed produced only a moderate pull-out
could, unIessrelaxed rapidly, result in excessive load factors
as the speed decreased. A point of further interest also
can be brought out here. It h&sbecome customary to warn
pilots against using the trim tab to pull out of a high Ma@
number dive, the theory being that the tab, while relatively
ineffective at the highest Mach numbem, would suddenly
become effective as altitude and Mach number decreased
in tie dive, thus causing a sudden tiolent pull-out. The
previous discussion suggests that, even with no change in
tab setting during the pull-out, the same effect might &
produced by the combined changes in trim and stability
of an airplane as the Mach number decrwwed in the dive.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions result from the data presented

herein and apply specifically to the airplane, the conditions,

and the range of variables tested:

1. Stick-fixed stability:

(a) The neutral point at low hlach numbem was at’ an

avwage location of about 0.34 Nf. A. C.

(6] The stability increased markedly at Mach numbers
above 0.6, and the corresponding neutral point moved welI
aft. At a hfach number of 0.78 the neutral point was at
about 1.34 M. A. C.

(c) The increase in stabiIity at high Mach numbers was
found LObe ahnost entirely the result of the increased rate
of change of tail angle of attack with airplane lift coefficient.

2. Stick-fixed balance:
—.

(a) At constant lift caeflicient, as the hfach number was

incmmsed above about 0.5, a gradual atalhng moment was

introduced, This stalling moment, resulting from a negative

change in the angle of zero lift and from changes in downwmh

at the tail, was maintained to the highest limits of the tests

(iIf= 0.78) at very low lift cucfficients.

(b) As the Xlach number increased above approximately

0.7 at moderate wdues of the lift coefficient, a diving moment

was obtained. This moment was almost entirely the result

of the increased tail angle of attack remdting from the

greater airplane angle of attack necessary to maintain a

givm lift coefficient after the wing shock stall.

3. Stick-free stability:

(a) The neutral point at moderate speeds and Mach

numbers was at about 0.3411. A. C.

(b) As the speed increased, regardless of the hfach number,

distortion of the elevator fabric occurred in such a manner as

to increase the stabflity and move the neutral point, as

determined in steady straight flight, far rearward.

(c) When measured in sbmdv accekrat ed flight, the stick-
force gradient maintained its low-speed valu; of 4 pounds

per g to a lfac.h number of about 0.5, thm gradually increased

to 61.5 pounds per g at a Ikf’ach number of 0.78. AbOUL 70

percent of this change was caused by tho increase in stick-

flxed stability, the remainder being caused by the cflects of

fabric distortion and compressibility on the ckwtttor bingo

momenti As nearly as could be determined, the slick-frm

maneuvering neutral point corresponded wit h the slick-

fixed maneuvering neutral point.

4. Sti&-free balance:
(a) The stick-free-balance chtingcs with hfficb nurnbcr

were similar in direction to the sticlc-fixc.cl-btilancc elmngcs
although they were greatly magnified by the elevator fabric
distortion.

(b) With the tab set to obtain zero st.icldorcc at an in-
dicated airspeed of 300 miles per hour at 15,000 fret, the push
force required near the maximum allowable speed at the
same aItitude was excessive (69 pounds). This force could
have been reduced fibout two-thirds by elimiuu[ing lhc
elevator-fabric distortion.

(c) The d.muge in trim stick forco with speed, whm com-
bined with the change in stick-force gradient with speed in
accelerated flight, presents the possibility of inadverhmtly
obtaining excessive loads on the airplane in a conslantAick-
force pullout at high Mach number if the spwd decn’ascs
rapidly.

JLMES AERO~AWTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTE~
hloFFETT FIELD, cALIF.
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APPENDIX A

SYhlBOLS

The symboIs used throughout this report are defined below:

GENERAL

airplane weight, pounds.

correct indicated airspeed, miles per hour.

true airspeed, feet per second (emept as noted).

density of the air, skgs per cubic foot.

eIewtor angle, degre~ (from thrust Iine).

tail angle of attack, degrecm

Wwh number, ratio of V to speed of sound in free
stream.

critical Mach number (that Mach number at which
the local speed of sound is reached at some point
in the air flow over a body).

the algebraic sum of the components ilong the air-
plane Z-axis, of the airplane acceleration and the
acceleration due to gratity, in terms of g the
standard gradational unit (32.2 feet per second
per second), positive when directed upward.

positive limit load factor, 7.5 for this airplane.
rate of change of elevator hinge-moment co~cient

with tail angle of attack at constant elevator angle
(aqk,).

rate of change of elevator hinge-moment coefficient

with elevator angle at constanhtail angle of attack

(ach/aa,).
rate of change of tail lift coefficient with tail ang~e of

attack at co~tant elevator &@e (aCL1laa~).

eleVator tiecti~~=s [(aCLtia8.)lacL~~&#)].

elevator control-system mechanic al ac1van tage
(F#ZM), ft-’.

stick-force gradient in accelem ted flight (dFJL4J,
lb/g.

PRESSURES

free-stream totrd pressure, pounds per square foot.

free-stream static pressure, pounds per square foot.

Po

Pa

!?’

x

Xf

c

z
b.

k
s,

L

L,
F,
M.J.
M.
AI..,

Hill

c.

CL,

cm
c%
c‘A-t

ch
P.

standard atmospheric pressure at sea level, pounds
per square foot.

elevator internal pressure, pounds per square foot.
dynamic prsssure (hIn), pouncls per square foot.

(except as noted).

LESGTHSAND AREAS

distance parallel to the airplane X--axis, feet (positive

forward).

distance from e.g. to stick-fixed neutmd point, feet.

length of J1. J1. C., feet.

mean ehwator chord, feet.

elevator span, feet.

distance from e.g. to aerodynamic center of tail, feet.

wing area, square feet.

horizontal tail area, square feet.

FORCESAND MOMENTS

lift, pounds.

tad lift, pounds.

elevator control force, pounds.

pitching moment about e.g., pound feet.

pitching moment of wing about e.g., pouncl feet.

pitching moment of airplane minus taiI about e.g.,
pound feet.

eIevator hinge moment, pound feet.

COEFFICIENTS

lift coeilicient (~/@, or TK&/qS as used in tk.

report).

tail lift coefficient (LJJY,).
pitching moment coefficient (.lZ’C,C,/@%).

pitching moment coefficient of wing (ilf@e).

pitching moment coefficient of airplane minus tail

(i3fA_#/@%) .

elevator hinge-moment coefficient (lZ1l/@&Z).

elevator internal-pressure coefficient [(p, -pO)/gl
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APPENDIX B

AIRPLANE DIMENSION3

The specifications of the airplane used in the conduct of
this investigation are as follows:
Airplane, general:

Sin--------------------------------- 34.Ofeet.
Length - . ---------------------------— 30.167 feet.
Height (at rest) ----------------------— %271 feet.

wing:
Airfoil sedion:

Root (22 inches outboard of center Iine
of airplane) ---------------------- NACA 0015.

Tip (projected, 204 inches outboard of
center line of airplane)---------— NACA 23009.

Area, total, ineluding ailerons and section
projected through fuselage------------ 213.22 square feet.

Chord:
Root (22” inches outboard of center

line of airplane)--_----- .----_ —._ 8.22 feet.
Tip (projected 204 inohes outboard of

center line of airplane) ------------ 4.17 feet.
.Meanaerodymmio chord ----------- 6.72 feet.
Dihedral, at 30 percent upper ordinata- 4.0°.
Incidence, with respect to thrust line-- 2.0°.
Sweepbaok, leading edge --------- JLL 4.58°.

Horizontal tail:
*m-------------------------------- 13.00feet.
Ama-------------------------------— 40.99 square feet.
Distance, normal groa+weight center of

gravity to K maximum ohord point----- 14.95feet.

FOR AERONAUTICS

.—

Elevator:
Spin --------------------------------- 13.oofcet.
Area, total ---------------------------- l&89 squaro feet.
Balaice area forward of hinge line----- --- 4.&Osquare feet.

Weight: Gro~, normal, and approximate as
flown----------— ----------------------- 7,629 pounds.

Center-of-gravity position: h70rmalgross weight,
gear up---------— ---------------------- 0.285 M. A. C.

Engine:
Type-------------- .--------” ---------- V-171 O-85.
Ratings, without ram:

1 I

Take-oE-----------

n

1, 200 5L 5 3,000 Sea lcvel

?’%3----::::::::: :: C% %; t%:
15, 500
14,000

Engine-propdler speed ratio ----------------- 2.23:1.
Propeller: Type ---------------------------- 3-blade hollow-steel

selective automati~
pit oh.

Blade mall ------------------------------- A-20-15&17.
Maximum pitch limits:

Now------------------------------ 280ta 63*.
bfwwed ----------------------------- 28.7°t065.30.

APPENDIX C

COMPARISON WITH DATA ON SIMILAR AIRPLANE

Handling qualities of an earlier version of this airphmo
\vere measured at tho lower Mach numbers at Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. The aerodymunic de-
sign of this airplane is the same as the airplane used in the
tests presented in this report. Certain comparisons can be
made from similar data obtained on each a.irplane.

NEUTRALPOINTS

The stmightflight neutral-point data for the Langley test
airplane for (?L= 0.2 and 0.8 were average in the maximum
leveI-ffigM speed condition and in the gliding condition for
comparison with the low-speed power-on and power-off data
for C~=O.5 obtained in the present investigation. (See figs.
7 and 8.) The comparison is facilitated by the following
table:

Stick-fixed neutral point Stick-m neutral poht

Airplane mndttion Ly&y iimhy:n$ ~:y Ayls@t
ilk-plane ah-plane

Power on... __-.. ------- 0.S4 M. A. C. o.. 0.38 aaz
P*WWoff-—----------------- .Se .86 .s6

lt is seen that a rearward shift of the stick-tied neutral

point with power was obtained in the present tests; while a

forward shift was reported for the Langley test airplane.

Aa discussed previously, it is believed that the rearwwd shift.

obtained in the present tests me partly the rewdt of the shift

in propeller-speed setting for the two power conditions, the

higher blade angles encountered with power OH(~. 6) resulh
ing in a greater rate of change of propeller side force with CL

in this condition. Although the propeller-speed settings used

in the Langley tests are not known, it is possible that tlto

taste were run with a fixed propeller-speed setting for both

power conditions; higher blade angles would be encouutwcd

with power on than with power off, and the efTcc~ of this

factor on the change in stability with powm then woukl bo

opposite for the two series of tests. The agreement, howcvcrl

is probably within the accuracy that neutral points can bo

measured.

The. stick-free maneuvering neutral point in the maximum

level-flight speed condition for the Langley test airplane was

at 0.32 M. A. C., m compared with the average powcr~n

and power-off location at 0.35 hi. A. C. for the Ames test

a~la.ne~ at low Xlach numbers. This tliscrcpanc.y is prob-

ably not excessive considering that data at only two center-

of-gravity positions were used in the Langley ana~sis, ancl a

theoretical edrapolation of data taken with one centcr-of-

gravity position was used in the present tests.

ELEVATORHINGEMOMENT PAIiAMETEBS

Comparison of the stick-tied and stick-free neutral points
in the preceding table shows that C~a~was substantially zero

for the Langley test airplane as wclI as for the Ames test
airpkne. Using ~Aatas zero, the wind-up-turn data for the

Langley test airplane indicated that C~d@was about —0.0040,
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which value agrees weII -with the vahe of —0.0043 determ-

ined in the pr~nt tests. For the maximum level-flight-

speed condition and the gliding condition, the straightifiight

data for the Langley test airplane indicated that C*5. was

about —0.0073, but this wdue may be somewhat in error
d(~~~ ldCL

as its magnitude depends direct,ly on the slopes dx

and ‘~c= determined by points at only two center+ f-

gravity positions. %milar data taken in the present inve&i-
gation indicated a value of CA*.varying with lift coef&cient;

the value never became numerically greater than –0.0051,
however, at speeds below the range appreciably aflected by
bulging or compressibility.

STICK-FORCE GRADIENT

The stick-force gradient for t-heLangley test airplane in
accelerated flight with a center-of-gravity location at 0.238
M. A. C. was found to be 3.3 pounds per g from interpolation
of the data. The value determined herein for comparable

conditions on the Ames t&t airplane was 4.o pounds per g.

The agreement is considered good.
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